NEGATIONS

We use *do not*, *does not*, *did not* (*don’t*, *doesn’t*, *didn’t*) with full verbs.

For example:

I like carrots.
I *do not (don’t)* like carrots.

When there is
*can*, *could*, *would*, *should*,
*am*, *is*, *are*, *was*, *were,*...
in the sentence, we do not use
*do not*, *does not*, *did not*!

For example:

She *can* swim. She *cannot (can’t)* swim.
They *were* at home. They *were not* at home.

Now tell us five things you do not like to eat:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Now let us know five things you cannot do:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

VERNEINUNGEN

Im Deutschen verneinen wir mit *nicht* und *kein*.

Zum Beispiel:

Ich mag Karotten.
Ich mag *keine* Karotten.
Karotten mag ich *nicht*.
IS IT TRUE? WHAT DO YOU THINK?

For example:

An elephant drinks up to 200 litres of water a day.

Yes, I think it is true!

OR

No, an elephant doesn’t drink 200 litres of water a day.

A tiger eats two tons of meat every day.

A panda eats only bamboo leaves.
Monkeys eat only meat.

________________________  
________________________  
________________________  
________________________

The neck of a giraffe is 10 metres long.

________________________  
________________________  
________________________  
________________________